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1. Name of building, site, or find: One Room Building behind Harari (it bears no individual name)

2. Where is it / was it from?

Stands in the grounds of Harari, located on the railway track side {east} of Spey Avenue/
Drumuillie Road, Boat of Garten

Grid Reference:. 9417L,18996, Elevation 219M

3. When does it date to?

4. What is it? What was it used for?

One room house built on sleeper foundations.

ln 194O Harari was purchased by a Mr, Taylorwho was a retired banker from Harare, Rhodesia

{current Zimbabwe}. {lnformation provided by George Keir in his "Memories of The Boat from
t940"l.lt is not known whether the house within the grounds was occupied at that time.

The building is currently used for storage, butthe fire and chimney are still in working order and
are used for burning household and garden waste.

Its original use would have been as a wash house for the main house.

5. What does it look like? / What are its dimensions? (if known)

The House exists in its original state, with no rendering or treatment internally, which suggests
that it has never been developed into a building for permanent, or holiday, residence, as isthe
case with adjoining properties. lt consists of a single room with a large stone fireplace set into a
stone gable - the stone gable faces north. The fire and chimney are in working order. There are
adjacent sheds of similar construction.

6. Why is it interestlng and/or important?

It exists in its original state, with no signs of alteration or development.

7. What is its context?
ls it typical or unusual for the local area? lt is one of several houses with sleeper
foundations clustered on Spey Avenue/Drumuillie Road, both on the side of the road
adiacent to the railway track {east} and also on the opposite side of the road (west}.
Harari Cottage is on the railway side of the road.
ls it typical or unusual for the Highlands? Typical for railway villages
ls it typical or unusual for Scotland? Not known

8. Where can people find further information about this site/buildingfind or similar ones (use back
of this sheet if necessary). At the least refer to the HER number if there is one. References can
include books, articles, websites etc - but provide full details!
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9. lf possible supply a picture or a sketch.

10. Append any additional information (HER printouts, photocopies of articles or related works etc
(make sure each is labelled).

the street Gable, complete with chimney

lnterior - chimney breast and
fireplace (stone lintel).
Tomorrow's fire in the grate!
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